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Abstract—Content centric mobile ad hoc networks (CCMAN)
have been demonstrated as a potential complementary to mul-
timedia content dissemination in future wireless networks. In-
network caching is one of the key techniques in CCMAN, which
can significantly reduce the network traffic load and improve
the content retrieval performance. However, the challenges for
caching in CCMAN are, all the wireless nodes can act as users
and routers simultaneously, and the caching capability of each
wireless node is limited by the cache size. So caching strategies
should improve not only the caching performance but also the
cache space efficiency. In this paper, we study the cache space
efficient caching in CCMAN. Firstly, the theoretical performance
of caching in CCMAN is analyzed, the cache utility is defined
and derived. Then a cache space efficient caching (CSEC) scheme
is proposed to improve the efficiency of cache space utilization
in CCMAN. Accordingly, the analytical performance of the
proposed CSEC in terms of the cache utility of CCMAN is given.
The network performance of the proposed CSEC are evaluated
by simulation. Simulation results show that the proposed CSEC
can achieve optimal performance on cache utility, which can
provide a tradeoff between cache hit ratio performance and
occupied cache space.
Index Terms—Caching, content centric networking, dominat-
ing set, mobile ad hoc network.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE Future and emerging communication networks willpose extreme communication requirements such as very
high throughput rates and very low latency, particularly in
quality of experience (QoE) sensitive applications such as
multimedia content delivery. Currently, a new network ar-
chitecture named information centric networking (ICN) has
been proposed as a technique that has the potential to reduce
network traffic and content latency for multimedia content
delivery [1].
ICN is a revolutionary network architecture for solving the
content delivery problem of today’s internet with TCP/IP [1]–
[3]. Among several proposed architectures for ICN, content
centric networking (CCN) architecture has attracted a great
deal of attention, with the following properties: (a) in CCN,
content is addressed by its name itself, the routing of the
content retrieval is determined by the content name rather than
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by the IP address; and (b) by content naming, content can be
cached in intermediate routers. Based on the above design,
nodes in network that own the contents can issue the data
packet responding for the content requests.
Ad hoc networking with the advantages of fast deployment
and easy device replacement has drawn more and more atten-
tion, which can provide various services such as communi-
cation, storage, and computing for a range of applications.
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) can be used in rural
or emergency scenarios that lack of infrastructure coverage.
Since the MANET is self-organized, the wireless nodes may
join and quit the network randomly, thus the communication
connectivity is short-lived, and the network topology formed
with the short-lived links varies dynamically. In such kind
of network, when nodes are moving out of the network, the
contents may vanish if the contents are delivered based on
TCP/IP, but can still be remained in CCN based networks.
Content centric mobile ad hoc networks (CCMAN) have
been demonstrated as a potential complementary to content
dissemination in wireless networks [4], since CCN supports
node mobility inherently, and can cope well with intermittent,
short-lived connectivity, and dynamic topologies [5]. There-
fore, the feasibility of applying CCN in wireless ad hoc
scenarios, such as MANET [6], VANET [7], DTN [8] and
WSN [9], has been recently discussed in the literature.
Since in-network caching is one of the key techniques in
CCN, the caching strategy should be designed delicately. Most
of the caching strategies proposed in the literature are designed
in wired network scenarios, in which, the users are located at
the edge of the networks and the routers are used to forward
data packets and cache content replicas [10].
However, MANET are made up by terminals which should
act as routers to achieve multi-hop communication between
wireless nodes. Therefore, the assumption in wired networks
that users located at the edge of the network is not feasible,
and the caching strategies that push the contents to the network
edges no longer applies. Additionally, the cache space of nodes
in MANET is usually limited. All the features mentioned
above make the existing caching placement strategies less ef-
fective when migrated to MANET. The in-networking caching
of CCMAN is different from that of wired networks, in the
following aspects:
• Users can be located at any place in the networks, not
always in the edge of the networks, so the contents should
be cached at strategic locations in the networks arguably
and justifiably good for content delivery;
• Wireless nodes have limited capability on cache and
computation, so the cache capability of wireless nodes
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should be fully explored for content caching efficiency
improvement.
The concept of dominating set (DS) was first introduced
into the wired CCN [11]. By adopting DS, an arbitrary
flat topology of wired CCN was converted into a two-level
hierarchy [11]. After that, a caching mechanism combined
with content request routing, based on a virtual backbone
network constructed by DS, was proposed. In the scenario
of CCMAN, our previous work [12] extended the concept of
DS as the generalized dominating set (GDS) to select some
key wireless nodes for content caching, which made any two
wireless nodes can communicate within a predefined number
of hops. In [12], a cooperative caching placement scheme
named GDSC was proposed based on GDS to minimize the
network power consumption in CCMAN. Based on [12], Y.
Liu et. al, who was one of the co-authors in [12], had led
a variant study in [13], in which they proposed a cache
replacement scheme, named as CoopCache, considering the
local content popularity.
The existing studies mentioned above do not consider the
cache space efficiency of wireless nodes in caching scheme de-
signing, neither analyze the theoretical performance of caching
with ubiquitous content request in CCMAN. In this paper,
we study the theoretical performance of in-network caching
in CCMAN and propose a cache space efficient caching
(CSEC) scheme based on GDS method. Different from the
works in [12] and [13], the cache space cost is taken into
consideration to design the caching placement scheme, aiming
to improve the content delivery performance on the cache hit
ratio, average round trip hops (ARTH), and average round
trip times (ARTT). The main contributions of this paper are
following:
1) A theoretical analysis of in-network caching is for-
mulated to provide the analytical performance of CCMAN.
Different from the existing analytical models, the proposed
model in this paper consider the feature that the content
requests at a wireless node consist of the content requests
generated by itself and the missed content request from its
neighbor nodes in CCMAN. Here, the cache utility is defined
and derived in terms of the cache hit probability and the
content request arrival rate, which helps us understand the
caching behaviors of CCMAN.
2) A CSEC scheme is proposed to improve the efficiency of
cache space utilization in CCMAN. In CSEC, the method of
GDS is used to select the proper nodes as the caching locations
for content replicas, so that the cached contents can be fully
utilized. Compared with the existing studies, the proposed
scheme can improve both the caching performance and the
cache space efficiency, which can provide a tradeoff between
cache hit ratio performance and the occupied cache space.
3) An analytical cache model of the proposed CSEC with
ubiquitous content request routing is derived based on the
theoretical analyses of CCMAN caching. This model is used
to study the performance of CSEC in terms of the cache utility.
In addition, a simulation model of the proposed CSEC based
on the analytical cache model is implemented and simulated
using an open source simulation tool, ndnSIM.
4) The performance of the proposed CSEC in some random
network topologies is evaluated in the ndnSIM simulation
environment. The simulation results on cache utility, ARTH
gain, and ARTT gain of the proposed CSEC are obtained.
Compared with two DS based caching schemes, GDSC in [12]
and CoopCache in [13], the proposed CSEC can obtain the
best caching performance in the scenarios of both the stable
and moving networks.
This paper is arranged as follows: Section II introduces the
related works about CCN caching in the Internet and wireless
networks. The network model of CCMAN is given in Section
III. Section IV studies the analytical caching performance of
CCMAN. Section V is the proposed CSEC scheme and its
analytical performance. In Section VI, the simulation results
are shown. Finally, this paper is concluded. The main symbols
and variables used in this paper are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I: Symbols and Variable List
Parameter Description
N Number of nodes
R Number of contents
vi The ith node
r The rth content
λi Content request arrival rate of node vi
gi Cache frequency of node vi
pci Cache probability of node vi
phi Cache hit probability node vi
pmi Cache miss probability node vi
qi Number of neighbor nodes of node vi
pri Content replacement probability of node vi
h Cache hit ratio
η Cache utility
II. RELATED WORKS
A. CCN Caching in Internet
The caching management problems include the caching
placement and caching replacement [12]. The caching place-
ment is a problem that focuses on “when” and “where” to
cache the contents and caching replacement pays attention
to “which” replicas should be sacrificed to cache the newly
coming content when the content store is overflow [12].
In the wired CCN, the most typical caching placement
scheme and caching replacement scheme are leave copy ev-
erywhere (LCE) and least recently used (LRU) respectively,
which had been widely used in web caching [14]. Although
these caching strategies can be easily implemented, but the
potential gain of caching is not fully utilized.
Some studies designed the caching placement schemes
taking the different influence factors of caching into consid-
eration. In [15], the caching placement decision was made
according to the cache space size. The authors in [16] pro-
posed to place the content replicas at the nodes with higher
betweeness centrality, which was a network layer metric.
From the view of the application layer influences, the caching
placement decision can be made depending on the social
relationships [17], the user preference [18], and the content
popularity [19].
In terms of the caching implementation, the caching place-
ment schemes can be sorted as cooperative caching and non-
cooperative caching. cooperative caching is used to improve
the efficiency of CCN caching. The caching strategies which
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need information of all nodes in the networks belong to
the explicit cooperative caching strategies [11], [20]. On the
other hand, the implicit cooperative caching strategies need
no or little interaction between nodes to achieve cooperative
caching [21], [22].
As for non-cooperative caching, probability caching can be
seen as one of the typical non-cooperative caching placement
schemes. [23] presented a hop-based probabilistic caching.
ProbCache proposed in [24] approximated the caching capa-
bility of a path and cached content replicas probabilistically
to reduce the cache redundancy and improve the efficiency of
the available cache resources along a content delivery path.
Since many nodes caching the popularity contents forcefully
damaged the diversity of cache, a content popularity and node
ability matching based probability caching strategy was pro-
posed in [26], which aimed to improve the content diversity.
B. CCN Caching in Wireless Networks
In this paper, we focus on the caching placement schemes in
CCMAN. Before the CCN caching, several caching strategies
in wireless ad hoc networks had been investigated in the
literature. In particular, the solution in [27] aimed at caching
the same content farther than a given number of hops. The
concept of caching different content within a neighborhood
was also exploited in [28], where nodes with similar interests
and mobility patterns are grouped together to improve the
cache hit ratio. In [29], distributed caching strategies for ad
hoc networks were proposed either made nodes cache highly
popular contents that passes by or recorded the data forwarding
path to redirect future requests. [30] proposed a caching
decision strategy based on the awareness of the contents that
stored in neighbor users, aiming for differentiating the caching
contents of each others. The content caching had been studied
in the intermittently connected MANET as well, a cooperative
cache-based content delivery framework was proposed in [31].
Recently, the studies on caching in CCMAN has been
carried in [12], [13], [32], [33]. In [32], a content management
architecture was proposed for CCMAN, which bounded the
data and its physical location, and cached popular contents
more intensively. In [33], a cooperative caching method was
proposed based on the broadcasting nature of radio channel to
improve the cooperative cache gain.
The concept of CCN has been introduced in VANET [34],
[35]. [34] explored the social cooperation scheme among
vehicles in the VANET and proposed the cooperative caching
based on the auxiliary of partnership and messenger to enhance
the CCN caching performance, to improve the user QoE on
the multimedia streaming service. Considering the sufficient
energy and cache space of vehicles, data transmission service
in the VANET was proposed in [35] to push the data to
vehicles for proactive caching.
In the light of recent advances, edge caching in mobile
cellular networks has been investigated in [36]. A detailed
survey of the literature on this topic is beyond the scope of
this paper. Interested readers may refer to [36] and references
therein.
C. Analytical Model of Caching
Besides the caching strategy design, the analytical cache
model has been studied as well [37]–[43].
The authors in [37] proposed an analytical model based on
the Markov model. In the proposed model, the single router
system and the approximate model of two routers system were
given, in which, the content requests from intermediate nodes
were taken into consideration. An analytical model of ICN
storage and bandwidth sharing was proposed in [38] based
on independent reference model (IRM), in which the expres-
sions of cache miss rate, round trip times (RTT) of content
acquisition were given with LCE caching placement strategy
and LRU caching replacement strategy. The authors in [39]
proposed a caching placement strategy and its corresponding
analytical model. The performance of LRU under the Shot
Noise Model (SNM) model was analyzed in [40]. A recent
study [41] analyzed the SNM model and gives the optimal
policy for joint caching and popularity estimation. However,
these analytical cache models mentioned above are designed
in simple network topologies, such as the line or complete
binary tree topologies.
The analytical cache model and network performance of
CCN in a more general network topology has been studied
in [42], [43]. The authors in [42] proposed a model for
a general network and obtained the performance of RTT
and throughput. A recent study [43] analyzed the network
throughput and availability, assuming link failures in addition
to content delivery delay. Both of these works are based on the
work in [37], which obtained the multi-cache approximation
by repetitively calculating single-cache in the network.
In CCMAN, the nodes act as both users and routers simul-
taneously, so the content requests arriving at a node consist of
not only the content requests generated by itself but also the
missed content requests from its neighbor nodes. Therefore,
the existing caching analytical models cannot be extended
into CCMAN directly. In this case, it is necessary to derive
an analytical model to measure the influence of caching in
CCMAN theoretically, that is one of the objectives of our work
in this paper.
III. NETWORK MODEL OF CCMAN
In this section, we focus on CCMAN with an emphasis on
caching. The work flow of CCMAN is given, and the key
problem of the content caching in CCMAN is described.
In an arbitrary topology of CCMAN as shown in Fig. 1,
all wireless nodes act as both users and routers. Hence, the
nodes that are not directly connected can be interconnected
via multi-hop communications.
The work flow of CCMAN is inherited from the traditional
CCN as depicted in Fig. 2. There are two types of packets in
CCMAN, interest packet carrying the requested content name,
and data packet carrying the content data. Three data structures
are defined in CCMAN: forwarding information base (FIB)
for guiding the forwarding of the interest packet, pending
interest table (PIT) for recording the forwarded interest packet
without responding and content store (CS) for content caching.
Interest packets are issued by the users (termed as the content





























Fig 1. Example of CCMAN
an interest packet arrives at a wireless node, a longest-prefix
match lookup is done on its content name, following the
sequence of CS, PIT and FIB successively. If there is a
matching data in the CS, which is defined as a “cache hit”, it
will be sent back along the reverse path of the interest packet,
and the interest packet will be discarded. Otherwise, if there
is a matching PIT entry, the incoming face will be added to
it and the interest packet will be discarded as well. Finally,
if no matching PIT entry exists, the interest packet will be
forwarded to the next hop according to the FIB, and a new


























Fig 2. Work flow of CCMAN
Take the network topology of CCMAN in Fig. 1 for an
example. The content server broadcasts the content items
which are reachable to the entire network, where all nodes
will update their FIB and forward the broadcast message.
In Fig. 1, the node v1 receives this broadcast message from
node v2, then adds the corresponding content name and faces
to its FIB. Once node v1 requests this content, it generates
an interest packet and then issues the interest packet to its
neighbor nodes according to a specific routing, via node v2 in
this example. Interest packet is forwarded between nodes by
multiple hops until there is a hit on CS of a node or the interest
packet reaches the content server. So in this example, node
v1 obtains this content from the content server since node v1
generates the first request to this content. Then, corresponding
data packet is generated by the content server and forwarded
along the reverse path of the interest packet by multi-hop as
well. When the content goes through the node v3, a content
replica is stored in its CS. After that, when the node v5 sends
an interest packet requesting the same content, node v3 can
response this content request and deliver the same content to
node v5 directly.
In the self-organized CCMAN, all the wireless nodes act
as both the routers and the end users simultaneously. In such
ad hoc scenario, the content requests can be generated by any
node at anywhere in the networks. The performance gain of the
content caching is affected by the content replicas placement.
It is necessary to analyze the theoretical performance of
content caching in the arbitrary topology scenario of CCMAN,
and consider the content caching placement problem with
limited cache size of nodes.
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CACHING PERFORMANCE
In this section, we analyze theoretical performance of
caching in CCMAN, where the content requirements can come
from any nodes in the network, and the content replicas can
be cached anywhere in the network.
At the beginning of the analysis, we make the following
definitions.
Definition 1. Cache frequency of a node indicates the
number of different contents cached by the node per unit time.
Cache frequency of node vi is denoted as gi.
Definition 2. Cache probability of a node represents the
probability of the node to cache the content replicas carried
by the passing data packets. The cache probability of node vi
is denoted as pci .
Definition 3. Cache hit probability at a node denotes that
when receiving an interest packet, the probability that there
is a matched replica of the content in its CS. The cache hit
probability of node vi is phi .
Definition 4. Cache miss probability at a node denotes
that when receiving an interest packet, the probability of there
is not a matched replica of the content in its CS. Denote the
cache miss probability of node vi as pmi , and p
m
i = 1− phi .
Definition 5. Cache hit ratio means the ratio of the number
of interest packets that has been satisfied by the caching
nodes rather than content server to the total number of interest
packets in the networks.
Definition 6. Cache utility is defined as the ratio of cache
hit ratio and the occupied cache space in the entire network.
In CCMAN, any node is able to cache the content replicas
according to the defined caching placement strategy. We use
the LRU caching replacement strategy Since the cache space
is limited compared with the vast amount of contents in the
networks.
It is obvious that larger cache hit would improve the content
deliver efficiency. However, CCMAN nodes normally have
limited cache capacity due to cost concern, so we employ the
cache utility to measure the caching performance of CCMAN.
It means that, in CCMAN, we do not only measure the cache
hit ratio as the wired CCN, but also study the cost of cache
space occupation. The optimal cache utility can provide the
best tradeoff between cache hit ratio and the cache space cost.
Hereinafter, we analyze the cache hit ratio and cache
utility in terms of the cache probability with LRU caching
replacement strategy.
Firstly, we prove that the content request arrival process at
each node follows the Poisson process if the content request
generating event of each node follows the Poisson process.
Then we derive the cache hit probability function based on
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the relationship between the cache frequency and the cache
probability. Finally, we give the cache utility expression in
terms of the content request generating rate and the cache hit
probability.
We analyze the cache hit ratio of the network under the
condition that node vi cache contents carried by the pass by
data packets with probability pci in the following part of this
section, and find out the impact factors of cache hit ratio.
Assuming that the content request generating process X
of each node follows a Poisson process with rate λ, namely,
X ∼ π (λ).
The analysis model of content caching of CCMAN is given
in Fig. 3. In this model, the content request arrival rate at each
node consists of two parts, content request generated by itself




cache miss cache hitcache miss
Fig 3. Analysis model of content caching of CCMAN
Lemma 1. The content request arrival process at each node
follows Poisson process, namely, the event Y that node vi
issues interest packet follows Poisson process Yi ∼ π (λi),
and λi = λ+ λ
qi∑
j=1
pmj , in which, p
m
j denotes the cache miss
probability of node vj , and qi indicates the number of neighbor
nodes of node vi.
Proof: In a CCMAN, the consumer node located at the
edge of the network won’t receive interest packet from others.
Hence, their content request arrival process follow X ∼ π (λ),
which is the interest packet distribution of their nodes as well.
According to the property of Poisson distribution, the Pois-
son process with rate λ filtered by the cache miss probability
of pmi still follows the Poisson distribution with parameter
λpmi . Therefore, the missed content request arrival process at
each node follows Poisson process.
Since the sum of two independent Poisson process is still
a Poisson process, we can conclude that the content request
arrival event at node vi, Yi ∼ π (λi) and




where qi indicates the number of neighbor nodes of the node
vi. Obviously, in a line topology, qi = 1 and in a binary tree
topology, qi = 2.
Lemma 2. The relationship of cache frequency gi and cache
probability pci of node vi can be expressed by
gi = p
c
iR [1− exp (−(λit)/R)]/t. (2)
Proof: Assuming there are R contents served by content
server and Br (0, t) denotes whether there is request for
content r during the period (0, t). If there is at least one
request, Br (0, t) = 1; otherwise, Br (0, t) = 0. Si (0, t)
indicates the number of all different requests received by node
vi during the period (0, t). So Si (0, t) is calculated as
Si (0, t) =
R∑
r=1
Br (0, t). (3)
The mathematical expectation of the sum of the different
request received by vi can be expressed as













[1− P (Br (0, t) = 0)]
(a)
= R [1− exp (−(λit)/R)] .
(4)
Due to Br (0, t) = 0 denotes that there is no content re-
quest arrives during (0, t). Therefore, (a) employs the Poisson
process and P (Br (0, t) = 0) = exp (−(λit)/R).
According to the definition of cache frequency of node vi,
gi is calculated as
gi = p
c
iE [Sm,ci (0, t)]/t
= pciR [1− exp (−(λit)/R)]/t.
(5)
When the system reaches steady state, in other words, when


















It means when the number of contents in the network is
infinite, the probability of having the same content request
is zero, and the node will cache every passing by content in
a probability pci .
Lemma 3. The cache hit probability of the node vi in the
LRU satisfies

















where xi is the cache space size of node vi.
Proof: In the LRU, the hit of the content r at node vi
must satisfy the following two conditions simultaneously: 1)
the content r locates at the top of the CS after its last request;
2) the data size of cached chunks at vi is not more than the
cache space size xi after the condition 1) occurs.
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First of all, we deduce the content replacement probability
of the node vi under condition 1) as
pri = P [p
c
iSi (0, τ
r) > xi] = P
[














From (8), we can know that, when total content number R
is set to a certain specified value, the miss probability is a
function of the node cache space xi, content request arrival
rate λi and cache probability pci .
Obviously, the condition 1) consists two situations with
LRU: a) miss of content r occurs and node vi cached it on
the last request; b) hit of content r occurs. The state whether
content r located at the top of CS at the time of the kth content
request arrived at node vi is related with the its previous state.
Suppose that pt,ki denotes the probability of that the content r
is located at the top of CS while the kth request for it. When
k = 1, apparently, pt,1i = p
c












= pci (1− pri ) (1− pci ) + pci .
(10)
Assuming that ppi = (1− pri ) (1− pci ), then when k = 3,



















Hence, the probability of that the content r is located at the top









+ pci . (11)
Based on the above analysis, the cache hit probability of kth
request at node vi is, phi = p
t,k−1
i (1− pri ). Then, we have the
whole cache hit probability at node vi








Assume that in the CCMAN, the number of nodes is N .
From Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, the cache hit ratio of the











The cache space size of node vi is xi, and from (13), we




















From (14), we can see that, cache utility is decided by the
cache hit probability, the content request arrival rate and the
occupied cache space.
In a specific network topology, given the content request
generating rate λ, the cache utility is decided by the cache hit
probability and the cache size of each node. So we will design
a caching placement strategy to reach the maximal cache
utility for best tradeoff between cache hit ratio performance
and the occupied cache space. In doing so, we select some
”important” nodes in a given network topology of CCMAN,
which can provide content retrieval delay guarantee and reduce
content replicas redundancy.
V. CSEC SCHEME AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Proposed CSEC Scheme based on GDS
For a given undirected connected graph G = ⟨V,E⟩, with
V and E denoting the point set and link set of G respectively,
the definition of DS and GDS are given as following.
Definition 7. Suppose a point set S ⊂ V , ∀v ∈ V −S,
∃u ∈ S, such that (u, v) is a subset of E, which denotes the
link between the node u and node v, then S is denoted as the
DS of G.
Definition 8. For a given parameter m, suppose a point set
Ŝ ⊂ V , ∀v ∈ V −Ŝ, ∃u ∈ Ŝ, such that v ∈ N̂m (u), which
denotes the set of nodes whose shortest distance to node u is
not more than m hops, then Ŝ is defined as the m-GDS of G.
The selection of GDS in a undirected connected graph is
given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 m-GDS selection
Initialization:
1) In a given undirected connected graph G = ⟨V,E⟩, predefine a
parameter m;
2) Mark all nodes V in white and compute the degree of each node
in G;
3) Denote N̂m (u) as the set of nodes whose shortest path to node
u is not more than m;
4) Denote d̂ (v) as the number of white node in N̂m (v).
Step 1:
1) Select the node v with the largest degree and mark it in black;
2) mark the white nodes in N̂m (v) in gray.
Step 2:
1) Compute d̂ (v) of the gray node v;
2) Mark the node v with the largest d̂ (v) in black;
3) Mark the white node in N̂m (v) in gray;
4) Repeat Step 2 until all the nodes in v are marked in black or gray.
Output:
1) Dominating nodes: the nodes are marked in black, denoted by c1,
c2, · · ·, cn;
2) Normal nodes: the nodes are marked in gray.
According to the definition of GDS, each dominating node
covers several normal nodes. Since the graph G is connected,
the algorithm can be converged after all the nodes are marked.
In fact, the value of m can be seen as the the criterion for
finding an m-GDS, which controls the size of the dominate
set. Based on the definition of m-GDS, the nodes in V − Ŝ
must be within m hops away from at least one node in Ŝ.
m-GDS will be equivalent to DS when m = 1.
Lemma 4. Let L denote the maximum hops of the shortest
path between the content server and other nodes in the
network. Ŝ is an empty set when m ≥ L, therefore, m is










































































































(c) Generalized dominating set
Fig 4. Example of GDS selection (m=2)
Taking m = 2 as an example, the schematic diagram
of GDS selection algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4. Fig. 4-a)
describes the network topology, while Fig. 4-b) shows the Step
2 of Algorithm 1, where node v9 with the largest degree is
marked in black and its neighbor nodes in 2 hops are marked
in gray. The final state is shown in Fig. 4-c) where node v3,
v9 and v13 are selected as the generalized dominating nodes.
Assuming that the radio coverage of each wireless node is
the same, an arbitrary topology of CCMAN can be represented
by an undirected connected graph G = ⟨V,E⟩. An element v
of set V denotes a user in CCMAN, collectively called node
hereinafter. An element (u, v) of set E indicates that node
u and node v are located within the radio coverage of each
other, in other words, node u and node v can contact with
each other directly. Therefore, the method of m-GDS can be
used to achieve the coverage region partitioning for CCMAN.
In this paper, we propose a CSEC scheme based on the m-
GDS in CCMAN, in which, the content replicas are saved in
the nodes in the set of Ŝ. For a node vi in Ŝ, the caching
probability is one, otherwise, the caching probability of the
node vi is set to be zero. The detailed process of the proposed
CSEC is given in Algorithm 2. by the definition of m-GDS
it can guarantee that the contents can be retrieved within m
hops.
The computational complexity of CSEC is mainly depend
on that of GDS. It has been proved that the computational com-
plexity of GDS obtained by Algorithm 1 is O (|E||G|) [44].
Noted that when employing CSEC, the network controller
functionality of CCMAN can be implemented by SDN. When
the network topology varies due to wireless node mobility, the
network controller will update the proposed scheme procedure.
Algorithm 2 CSEC scheme
Initialization:
The network controller decides the value of m.
Caching Placement:
For each content, the network controller operates as following steps:
Step 1:
The network controller obtains the GDS Ŝ taking the content server
as the starting node according to Algorithm 1.
Step 2:




1, vi ∈ Ŝ
0, vi /∈ Ŝ
. (15)
Step 3:
If the caching probability pci of node vi is one, when node vi receives
a Data packet matched in the PIT, it forwards the Data packet and
caches a content duplicate;
If the caching probability pci of node vi is zero, when node vi receives
a Data packet matched in the PIT, it forwards the Data packet only.
B. Performance Analysis of CSEC
In this subsection, we study the cache hit probability charac-
terization of each caching node in the proposed CSEC scheme.
Based on this, we use the cache utility to evaluate the network
performance of CSEC analytically.
The analytical model proposed in this paper is extent from
the IRM [38]. Compared with the study on the line topology
of [38], two main differences of the arbitrary topology are
taken into consideration in this paper, 1) the nodes act as
routers as well as users; 2) the content request at a node may
come from any neighboring nodes. Once there is a cache miss
at a node, the content request will be forwarded to its next hop
(neighboring node). In this model, the caches are managed by
LRU caching replacement policy.
We assume that, there are N nodes in the link P , which can
be represented as P = v1 → v2 → · · · → vN−1 → vN , and v1
is the farthest node from the content server, vN is the content
server. The maximum hops of the shortest path between the
content server and other nodes in the network is denoted as
L. In the link P , L = N − 1. From Lemma 4 we can deduce
that, the parameter m of m-GDS is in the range of [1, L− 1].







These caching nodes are indicated as
c1, c2, · · · , cnm . We assume that the nodes covered
by node ci and ci+1 are serviced by ci+1.
Proposition 1: The cache hit probability of the caching
node ci in the GDSC placement strategy and the LRU re-
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placement strategy is









where λci is the content request arrival rate at the caching
node ci.
Proof: First, we deduce the content request arrival rate at
the caching node ci.
Obviously, the content request arrival rate at the node v1 is
λ1 = λ, i. e., the content request generates from itself. The
content request at the node v2 consists of two parts, content
request generating from itself and missed content request from
its neighbor nodes. Assume the degree of the node vi is di.
The content request arrival rate at the node v2 is λ2 = λ +
λ (d2 − 1).
By parity of reasoning, the content request arrival rate at
the node vi, which is in the region of caching node c1, is
λi =






(dj − 1) + 1
)
, 2 ≤ i ≤ y, (18)
where y = N − nmm and dj denotes the degree of the node
vj . So, the content request arrival rate at the caching node c1




According to (15), the cache probability of caching node c1
is pci = 1, then from (8), the content replacement probability







The content requests arrived at the caching node c2 come
from the content requests of the nodes in the cover region
of c2 and missed content requests from the caching node c1.







By the same way, the content requests arrived at the caching






(dj − 1), (20)
where y′ (i) = y + (i− 2)m.
Then, the content replacement probability at the caching










It is worth noting that, when a content is replaced at the
caching node ci, there will be a miss of the correspond content
request, so the content replacement probability at the caching
node ci is equivalent to the caching miss probability of the























where, the content request arrival rate at the caching node ci
is given in (20).
Finally, according to (20) and (23), the cache hit ratio of



























Performance of the proposed CSEC scheme is evaluated by
the ndnSIM [45] simulator. The improved random network
topology generation [46] is employed in this paper. Consider-
ing the application scenario of CCMAN, some of the wireless
nodes provide the contents for others nodes as content servers
(also termed as content producers), and all the nodes can
request the contents as content consumers. The best route
strategy is used for content forwarding, and LRU is used for
caching replacement strategy. We assume that each content has
equal size, and the cache size of each node is measured by the
number of contents. The parameter settings of the simulation
are given in Table II.
TABLE II: Parameters of Simulation
Item Setting
Network topology Random network
Content request model Poisson process with λ = 2
Content requests of each node 1000
Number of wireless nodes 100
Number of consumers 100
Number of producers 4
Firstly, the cache hit ratio, ARTH and ARTT are selected
as the criterion to compare the network performance of the
proposed CSEC and LCE. The network performance with
varying m hops is given in Fig. 5.
From Fig. 5 we can see that the cache hit ratio, ARTH and
ARTT performance deteriorate with the increasing m. Obvi-
ously, the LCE, shown in the simulation results of m =0, has
the best network performance. In a given network topology, the
9
























(a) Cache hit ratio























































Fig 5. Network performance comparison with varying m.
smaller value of m means that the number of nodes involved
content caching is larger. From this point of view, the LCE is
the worst case, the contents should be cached in all the nodes
in the network to fulfill the condition of m =0. This will cost
all the cache space of all the wireless nodes in CCMAN, which
should be avoided because of the limitation of the cache size
in CCMAN. So the performance gain in term of the involved
caching nodes numbers, i.e., totally occupied cache space in
CCMAN, should be taken fully consideration in the caching
strategy design.
The performance gains with varying m are evaluated in











































































Fig 6. Performance gain comparison with varying m.
Fig. 6. The performance gains includes the cache utility,
ARTH gain and ARTT gain. The cache utility is defined in
Definition 6. The ARTH gain is defined as
ARTH gain =




The ARTT gain is defined as the same way of ARTH gain.
The cache utility varying with m are given in Fig. 6-(a). We
should note that in the simulation m = 0 stands for the LCE
scheme. We can see that, the largest value of cache utility can
10


















































































Fig 7. Performance gain comparison with varying cache size.
be obtained when m = 3. The ARTH gain and ARTT gain
varying with m are given in Fig. 6-(b), Fig. 6-(c). We can see
that, the largest value of ARTH gain and ARTT gain can be
obtained when m = 3. The simulation results indicate that, in
a given CCMAN, the optimal cache utility, ARTH gain and
ARTT gain can be obtained by the proposed CSEC. Besides,
the simulation results indicate the impact of the cache space
of wireless node on the network performance and cache gain.
In Fig. 6-(a), the cache utility value are nearly the same even
though the cache size is different. It means that the cache size
of wireless node has less impact on the cache utility. However,
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Fig 8. Performance gain comparison with varying moving speed.
we should note that the larger node cache size can obtain better
performance on the cache hit ratio, ARTH and ARTT as shown
in Fig. 5.
Furthermore, the caching performance of the proposed
CSEC is compared with the existing DS based caching s-
trategies, GDSC [12] and CoopCache [13]. The GDSC is
a caching placement scheme aimed at network power con-
sumption minimization. The CoopCache is extended from
GDSC and considers the local content popularity for content
replacement in the cache store.
The caching performance comparisons in the stable wireless
11
nodes are shown in Fig. 7. We can see that, CSEC proposed
in this paper outperforms CoopCache and GDSC on cache
utility, ARTH gain and ARTT gain. The reason is that, the
proposed CSEC is dedicated to improve the cache space
utilization while GDSC selects the caching nodes to minimize
the network power consumption and CoopCache makes the
cache replacement decision to improve the cache hit ratio.
As a result, both the GDSC and CoopCache cost more cache
space than CSEC and perform worse than CSEC on cache
utility, ARTH gain and ARTT gain.
The impact of wireless node mobility on the caching per-
formance is verified by simulation. The caching performance
gain comparisons with various node moving speed are given
in Fig. 8. The simulation results show that the cache utili-
ty, ARTH gain and ARTT gain decrease when the moving
speed increases, since the mobility of wireless nodes makes
the wireless channel states and the data transmission rate
variable, which will impact the caching performance. In the
mobility scenario, the proposed CSEC obtains better caching
performance gains than that of GDSC and CoopCache. We
notice that the gains of CSEC decrease compared to GDSC
and CoopCache when the moving speed is increasing, since
the data rate of wireless links are deteriorated severely when
the moving speed of nodes is high.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the cache space efficient in-
networking caching in CCMAN. The theoretical performance
of caching was studied, especially, the cache utility expression
for tradeoff between caching hit ratio and the occupied cache
space is deduced. The theoretical performance analysis on
the cache utility provided a basis for the caching placement
scheme design. In order to reach the maximal cache utility, a
CSEC scheme was proposed. The analytical performance of
CSEC in terms of the cache hit ratio and cache utility was
derived. Simulation results showed that the proposed CSEC
obtained performance improvement on cache utility, ARTH
gain and ARTT gain which means the efficient cache space
utilization can be achieved when the network topology of
CCMAN is given. Meanwhile, the proposed CSEC obtains
the best caching performance compared with the traditional
caching schemes in the scenarios of both the stable and mobile
networks.
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